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HOUSEHOLD.

BOMBAUGH,

M. D.

While you, my brothers of the healing art,
Play on the stage of life your active part,
Manv the hostile forces that encroach
CpO!; your vested interests; that poach
On your exclusi \Ie fields; that dare defy
The chartered rig'hts on which you all rely.
Many the schemes, the stratagems prepense;
To dispossess you of just recompense.
Yet why should you such treatment undergo,
You who so much of earthly good bestow;
You, always ready duty's call to 'obey,
To soften sorrow. to arrest decay;
You who belong; while vital force survives,
Not to yoursel ves. but to imperilled lives; .
You who together toil. together feel.
Together counsel for the public weal:
Who, building on foundations strong and sure,
Add grace and force to physic's literature,
Leave the old groping through empiric haze.
For rational and scientific ways.
/
And give preventive methods leading' place \
In benefactions for the human race.
Who are these foes that would thei r measure fill
By usurpation of your fruitful skill ?
Pass down the line in critical review.
And then decide 1:'"
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Is it the Christian Scientist, so named,
For mental-healing,
or faith-healing,
famed?
Drag this misnomer from beclouding mist
And you unmask a Christian hypnotist,
One who disputes existence of disease,
Yet swells his bank account with faith-cure fees,
Treats medication with derisive twit.
And scorns its eulogies in Holy Writ;
A therapeutic nihilist who sneers
At physic's marvellous growth in recent years;
\V11O.undertakes to overcome all ill,
Through self-reliant exercise of will,
Not merely functional derangements,
such
As Charcot outlines with his master touch,
Not mere neuroses, but the hopeless range
Of structural lesions. of organic change.
Disease is mere illusion. we're assured;
Remove the illusion, th~ disease is cured.
What contradictions
common sense belies.
What self-convicting
inconsistencies
Involve the vaporer, yet he claims to be
An agent of divine authority;
Claims for the founder of his cult a dower
Charged with miraculous, transcendent
power;
Claims. what is even more imaginary,
Reincarnation
of the Virgin Mary.
Thus duped, the immaterialist
is ready
To bow the kneee to his Madonna Eddy.
Is it the quack of high repute who calls
Attention to his book-lined office walls, •
Where hangs the showy sheepskin, the' decree.
In stilted phrase, that makes him an M. D.,
Yet, read between the lines. that certifies
Such affirmations 11Wj! be polished lies?
With more of artifice than art he strives
For notoriety on which he thrives,
This Paracelsus of the modern school,
Who hoodwinks wise men and beguiles the fool,
Both subject to the mercenary greed
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'That sways his acts, that constitutes his creed.
Your evil genius this-an
enemy
More treacherous than quacks of low degree.
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Is it the change of base that now impends,
That Hahnemannian faith and practice rends,
The loosening of globulism's clasp,
Infinitessimal's relaxing grasp.
Inanity that's drifting to decline,
And overstepping our border-line?
Now homceopaths attenuations change
For active principles of definite range.
And meet the indications that arise
By smuggling alkaloids in specious guise.
Thus they, with outward semblance all the same,
Work with your tools, but still retain their name.
And give to you a name that righteous wrath
May well resent. the nickname allopath .
Is it the ad captandwnl style of ads.
That takes high rank among presumptuous fads.
The catchy story or the special plea,
Misleading to unlooked-for sequela-?
What sounding manifestoes rattle on,
From Lydia Pinkham down to Father John,
Fused with the fallacies that interlock
Cause and effect, post hoc and propter hoc,
What shrewd devices, what insidious skill
In puffing an elixir or a pill,
Endorsing panaceas with the names
And likenesses of invalided dames,
Statesmen and clergymen whose private woes
They to the public shamelessly expose,
Matching in vulgar show the flaunting signs
That blur the landscape on the railway lines,
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Is it there's aught of reason to be wary
Of our old ally,. the apothecary?
. Should he, whene'er solicited, advise
For minor ailments, simple remedies,
Or, in emergency, ad interim, give
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Approved provisional restorative,
Remember your relationship-first
aid
Your own prerogatives need not invade,
And some responsibilities he shares
Alike with you, some duties and some cares.
If here or there a recreant you spy,
Easy enough to give him the go-by,
To warn your clientele against the snares
That underlie the promise of his wares,
Against coal-tar depressants' rash misuse,
Tonics that baneful practices induce.
Ready relief for divers pains and aches,
Abortifacients and "lost manhood" fakes.
Turn from the patent cure-ails he displays
To modest merit and to loyal ways,
And on the faithful pharm-acist depend
To serve as "guide, philosopher, and friend."
.~,
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So with opticians--there again you find
The same distinctions in degree and kind .
Here note the artisan with wholesome fear
Of faithless outreach from his proper sphere;
A true auxiliary-how
different he
From the intruder that you elsewhere see,
Whose double-dealing' brings to light, design
To transgress boldly the dividing line;
Shows effort legislation to obtain
Infringing on the oculist's domain,
Shows disregard of law when on the sly
He ventures mydriatics to apply,
And cases of abnormal vision treat,
Risking thereby detection of the cheat.
The oculist has no protecting shield
Against the quacks who invade his special field,
And advertise that they dissolvents sell
That will achieve the unachievable.
But when the optician to those depths descends,
He well may pray, deliver from such friends,
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Thomson's lobelia and capsicum
Have had their day-their
votaries are dumb.
The hydropath, with Arab praise uplift,
Said, "God is great, and water's his good gift ;"
But Pressnitz methods have passed out of sight,
And Graefenberg no more can proselyte.
The osteopath now wants to be the rage,
And occupy the centre of the stage.
His Kirksville teacher, e_'rcathedra, says.
Bone suffering fails as a descriptive phrase:
Bone healing's better, therefore let it be
Hereafter known as osteotherapy.
Restriction to one method's what is meant:
The Swedish movements form its armamentIts agents legislative halls invade.
Demanding recognition and State aid,
Reckless how damaging such aiel may be
To your estate, to public policy.
'Tis said that every dog must have his clay:
How long, 'tis asked, will this excrescence stay?
Sooner or later comes the fill a I call,
And shams and pathies totter to their fall.
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Where shall we look, then, for our dearest foe?
In our own ranks--we
have not far to go.
The merchant doctors-that
increasing c1assIgnore the code of ethics, per nef as,
Accept employment, and the task assume.
Proprietary
remedies to boom.
To recommend such nostrums on the plea
Of frank disclosure of the formula-,
Or refuge seek in quibble quite as thin"For the Profession only"---thafs
no sin.
But such a subterfuge too seldom rests
Upon conclusive or exhaustive tests,
Too oft on plausible assertions made
By fabricants well up to tricks of trade.
Pity commercialism in such guise
Thus bribes self-seeking with its gilded prize,
That cultured men attach their signature
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To such certificates of speedy cure.
For sensibility to wear such mask,
What uncongenial,
what unwelcome
task,
E'en when responsive to the tempter's voice
From pinched resourcefulness,
and not from choice.
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With every morning's
mail, from near and far.
Comes leaflet, pamphlet, booklet, circular,
From manufacturers
who never ti re
Of heaping fuel on a blazing fire.
And who combine to form an endless chain
Of new derivatives to quiet pain,
New antiseptics, bromides, iodides.
Eliminants,
hypnotics, germicides.
Or ready made prescriptions
which imply
Challenge of morals, taste, propriety,
With magnified and problematic
claims,
And with involved, grotesque, and tortuous names.
Their worse than useless drugs they multiply.
And overload with prodigal supply.
Only to lumber the shopkeeper's
shelves.
With trial samples tantalize ourselves,
And blot and blemish advertising
space
\Nhere, rightly speaking, they should have no place,
And where appearance
means. constructively.
Pr(O)fessionaI. assent. yes guarantee.
\Vhy should our own class journals seek support
From Sources of such questionable
sort?
Does any other craft-let
us be justThus wound itself, or thus betray its trust?
Commercialism
shows another bent,
Professedly
your work to supplement~
Homes for inebriates-What
that means, you know;
Homes for the slaves narcotics overthrow;
Homes for the physical and moral wreck
That holds debauchery at. last in check:
The sanitarium
that nothing lacks
For neurasthenics,
hypochondriacs;
The private rooms for lying-in, and thence,
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More lying in the ordinary sense;
Private asylums in the city streets,
In rural shades or mountainous retreats;
While mineral springs, with their alluring bait.
Your chronic cases strive to captivate.
Adding to stock in trade the harped-on theme
Of change of air, of scenery, and regime.
These are your friends the enemy, and these
Follow a rule of sport. "go as yOll please."
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But what of those who still play fast and Ioose
With that great wrong, dispensary abuse.
That suicidal course which in its rounds
Expands benevolence beyond all bounds?
Your philanthropic promptings, measures. aims.
The unselfish service obligation claims,
Self-sacrifice from which there's no recoil,
Humanity that takes no note of toil,
These are the diagnostic signs, my brothers .
That lift the healing art above all others.
But do not let them weaken self-defense.
Or blind perception of your recompense.
While merchantmen pursue their devious course .
Your rights and your immunities enforce;
While charlatans aggressively pursue,
Don't rob yourselves of that which is your due.
Be in dispensary work, out-door, in-door,
Gracious, humane, to the deserving poor.
But why advise and help, from day to day,
Sneaks and impostors who are birds of prey)
Why waste good ammunition on the cheats
'Called by the name "respectable dead beats ?"
Why deal out medicines with lavish hand
To misers who have dollars at command,
Paupers with money in their belts or hose,
Beggars with savings stuffed in ragg'ed clothes?
If the delinquents point to that word FREE
Over the door of the Infirmary,
Tell them, while their misstatements you condemn,
"Something for nothing" is not meant for them.
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Free service is for honest indigence,
And not a premium on false pretense.
If clinical material is slack,
If illustrations for your class you lack,
Fill up the gap from the expectant throng,
But make them bring some qnid 1)1'0quo along.
Let them do duty double in degree,
Serve clinic teaching-pay
a nominal fee.
Thus, while the counterfeiters you restrain,
Your equities you jealously maintain,
Sure that the charity that best befriends
Begins at home, no matter where it ends.

I
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MEDICAL PROGRESS
THE NINETEENTH

Ere yet the fleeting century fades from sight
And twilight shadows deepen into night,
'Twere well to scan the heritage it leaves,
To sift its fruitage and its harvest sheaves,
To trace ancestral lines as we draw near
The expiration of the hundredth year,
And, ere we greet the twentieth century's dawn,
To flash a searchlight o'er the past and gone.

I
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CENTURY.
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How "passing strange," as retrospective rays
Illume the transcripts of the earlier days.
What changes since in action and in thought!
What marvellous transformations have been wrought!
As we review the antecedent years,
How scant, how dwarfed their armament appears.
For needed strength and courage to impart, .
What narrow science, what resourceless art.
We turn our glass to their o'erarching sky,
Yet only glimmering lamps we there descry.
Broad was the stretch from Hippocratic rule,
From Arab lore, from Alexandria's school,
From Galen's legacies, and from the light
That old Salernum shed upon the night,
Down through the ages to the after day
When Sydenham lived and Hunter led the way,
Read before the Baltimore
County Medical Association,
December
1900, by CHARLES C. BOMBAUGH, M. D., and printed
by resolution of the Association.
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When Harvey taught the circuit of the blood,
Although inadequately understood
Until Malpighi rounded out the chain
By interlinking artery and vein.
Through the long lapse of sluggish centuries
The. healing craft groped darkly for the prize,
Their garments gray with cumulative dust
With antique mould and mediaeval rust : '
Burdened with rubbish, floundering in ;he maze
Of. vain reversions of barbaric days; ,
WIth polypharmacy's
pretentious cures
Bequeathed by Saracens, Byzantines, Moors,
And with appliances like that array
Found in the buried city of Pompeii.
What wonder, then, that scoffers like Montaiane
Should find therein fit subject for disdain'
b
That satirists like Moliere should be
'
Glad of such scope for gibe and travesty.

As Circling years still rolled their ceaseless round,
From lingering fallacies came slow rebound.
Slaves to the £pse dzx£t still held fast
To the misleading teachings of the past.
E'en men of largest mould and strongest type
Still held" a barren sceptre in their gripe,"
So slow, emergence from the long eclipse;
For blazing torchlight only farthing dips;
So slow the march of an invading force,
The nineteenth century ran one-fifth its course
Before the pickets' and videttes' advance
With unused armor and with untried lance.

,

One star shone brightly in the stellar sphere
The aureoled dairymaid of Gloucestershire.
'
Prompted by dictum from a milking stool,
Our Jenner founded the preventive school
Forecast the antitoxins
of our day,
'
And paved for serum therapy the way.
Thenceforth
the time was ripening for recast,
:or change, :"ubversion, breaking with the past;
Twas gathenng
strength sufficient to outvote
The powdered wig, gold stick, and velvet coat.
Still it was hard from precedent to wean
From long adherence to the old routine.'
Sangrado still held sanguinary sway,
And mercurous chloride ruled the livelong d ay.
Dog~as were fitted to each shifting call,
Awhile to flourish, and in turn to fall'
And rivals clashed, 'twixt scornful smile and frown
From Stahl to Boerhaave, Broussais to Brown.
'
2

But time brought change; in overclouded skies
A luminous rift awakened strange surprise,
When bark and nux and poppy changed their hueThanks to Pelletier and CaventouFirst of the alkaloidal group--first
phase
Of active principles of later days.
Then came the new acoustics that unsealed
Thoracic maladies yet unrevealed.
Percussion's
note, an echo of the art
Of Avenbrugger
and of Corvisart,
Attuned a listening ear and crowned its hope
With wonderworkings
of the stethoscope.
Let auscultation's
lasting honors deck
The name and fame of Rene Laennec.
Next Louis came, detecting facts and laws
Of morbid states, their sequences, their cause;
Pressing with ardor, with herculean strength,
Investigation
to undreamed of length.
Analysis his predecessors
lacked
Henceforth made diagnosis more exact,
Laid clinical foundations broad and deep,
And sowed the seed from which successors reap.
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Next came a new pathologist
who traced
Renal degeneration's
wear and waste,
The morbid process and the sequelaThat mark uraemic coma's fatal sway.
Contemporaries,
grateful for the light,
To this discovery
gave the name of Bright.
Think of the field o'er which this trio ranged,
How the whole face of medicine they changed;
Think of the doubts, perplexities
and fears
That, ere their time, encompassed
waiting years.
What though foreshadowings
here and there we trace,
They left no well marked footprints
in the race.
'Tis not the dreamers
that we recognize,
'Tis action and accomplishment
we prize.
In onward course successive seasons ran,
Till near the middle of the century's
span,
Slumber, that ages waited for in vain,
Soothed with annulment
of distressful
pain.
What weight of care from suffering hearts uplift
By ancesthesia-God's
gracious
gift.
Why Lethe, born of vaporous anodyne,
In the long lapse of ages made no sign,
Why 'twas held back for centuries
of arrear,
Let us not ask too curiously here;
Let us be thankful that our lot is cast
'Neath skies more favoring than the sterile past.
Thus far, in outline faint, the century's
half;
For broken reed it sought sustaining
staff.
No more at quiet anchorage
to ride,
No longer drifting with uncertain
tide,
The sails were spread, and toward the open seas
The prow was turned for new discoveries.
What fresh resourcefulness
the voyage brought,
How much to learn, how much to unlearn it taught,
4

How it reformed and modernized
the ways
For bettering
and lengthening
our days,
Stands to its credit on the lustrous page
On which is graved the records of the age.
What wonder then, that with th~ ground .thus tilled,
With such foundations
upon which to build,
With such electric energy aflame,
The long awaited reconstruction
ca~e;
.
That through
the next half century s coursing years,
New revelations
scattered
lingering
fears,
New acquisitions
sprang from fertile soil,
,
And grand achievements
crowned the explorer s toil.
The healing art, less bowed with doubt and care,
Fresh courage took, and breathed
diviner air.
Pasteur and Koch and Lister and Davaine
Forged mighty links to make a lengthened
chain.
No longer imperceptible
to sight,
The veiled bacillus was exposed to light,
And micro-organisms
furnished keys
To solve the problems
of the centuries.
Thereby were fermentation's
laws made known,
And putrefactive
parasites were shown.
What antisepsis
for mankind has done!
What antitoxin
safeguards
we have won!
What sanguine expectation
of arrest
Of future spread of epidemic pest!
What growth of armament
as years advanceThe microscope,
with new significance;
The clinical thermometer's
decree;
Precision's
widening range of mastery;
Keen introspection's
penetrative
sight;
The hypodermic
conquest in the fight;
Inoculation
against rabies,
And, in appeal to causes of disease,
The strong endeavor and the purpose
firm
To abort or to eliminate the germ.
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But better still than therapeutic shift,
Immunity as sanitation's gift;
For helpful as remedial measures seem
Better, far better, the preventive schem~.
With banishment of principles unsound,
Restricting
prej udice wherever found,
With insight disciplined, with quickened tact
Subjecting theory to adverse fact,
With substitution
of creative power
For unproductive
or impoverished
dower,
The master spirits of the healing art
Are wisely striving to fulfill their part.
Now, with biology's expansive flight,
Structure and function stand in clearer light.
The questioning
pathologist
is cheered
With monuments that patient toil has reared.
The therapeutist,
with enlarged command,
Finds new-born agencies on every hand.
The expert chemist finds for thanks and praise
Treasures undreamed of in forefathers' days.
Forensic medicine, with steady gain,
Lifts jurisprudence
to a higher plane.
Our busy specialists their measure fill
With still developing,
still broadening skill.
Sometimes the ills we're called upon to face,
To pathogenic germs we cannot trace,
But while microbic influence leaves its signs
Along the toxic and the septic lines,
Co-workers ne'er will rest until they clear
The mists from our bacterial atmosphere.
Thus, from infection measurably free,
What possibilities for surgery;
What splendid triumphs, far beyond our dream,
Reward the 9'Urgeon in the new regime.
Think, too, when woman's rights her sex may stir,
What gynecology has done for her.
6

And add to these, research, whose sleepless bent,
In every aspect of environment,
Brightens the promise that in time to come
The scourge that's classed as our opprobrium,
Tuberculosis,
in the balance weighed,
Will yield its grasp through organized crusade.
Here then, is but transition-here
the stage
Between the lower and the higher age.
Midway we stand between a storied past,
With shadowing doubts and problems overcast,
And a hereafter dawning on our eyes
With presages of gladdening surprise.
Betwixt the two we are but pioneers
Of consummation
in the coming years.
The veteran leader, by divine command,
From Nebo's height surveyed the promised land.
Not ours such privilege; we cannot know
Discoveries scarcely yet in embryo.
Only for us the narrow latitude
Of fancy's coinage or conjecture crude.
Doubtless in some ovarian stroma stored,
In realms yet undisclosed or unexplored,
Behind the veil, beneath the mystic seal,
Time will a new enlightenment
reveal
Which our young brothers, in life's morn or noon
May live to see-the
old were born too'soon.
'
But both are thankful that with kindly light
The day has come-it
is no longer night;
Thankful for opportunities that give,
The stimulus that makes it life to live.
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